
 
Sustainable and Climate-Resilient Connectivity Project (RRP NAU 48480-003) 

 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
 
A. Alternative Analysis 
 

1.  The project will provide a berthing pocket, breakwater, and wharf in Aiwo Port that will 
enable visiting vessels to berth and unload cargo directly to shore. The ability to do this year-
round and in most weather conditions will generate economic benefits. An economic analysis was 
performed following Asian Development Bank (ADB) Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of 
Projects (2017) to determine the overall project viability.1 
 

2. The without-project scenario includes maintenance of the existing offshore mooring chain 
and buoy system, and upgrades to onshore facilities that have reached the end of their service 
life. Several design options were considered for the with-project scenario. Option 1 is adjacent to 
the existing harbor and comprises a rockfill causeway connecting a 120-meter long piled wharf 
located along the edge of the reef and two mooring dolphins. Option 2 comprises a 30-meter wide 
piled wharf adjacent to a 50-meter wide berth pocket and a 170-meter long breakwater. Option 3 
involves a 30-meter wide piled wharf with two berthing pockets (30 meters wide on the landward 
side and 50 meters wide on the seaward side) and a 209-meter breakwater. Options 2 and 3 also 
include suboptions: with and without the breakwater. 

 
3. The full life-cycle costs of each option was assessed against the primary project objective 
of increasing the days per year the port is open and reducing the number of days for vessel 
servicing. Option 2 with the breakwater resulted in the lowest cost-effectiveness ratio of $2.79 
million per day, and was recommended for further analysis as the with-project scenario.2  
 
B. Port Traffic 
 

4.  Of two shipping lines servicing Nauru up to 2015, only one remains because of poor port 
infrastructure and operating constraints. It currently services Nauru with an expected call 
frequency of once per month. Nauru’s growth forecasts are 3.0% in FY2016 and 15.0% in 
FY2017, as the economy fully recovers from the 10.0% contraction in FY2015 caused by declining 
phosphate exports. However, beyond this, annual growth is likely to be low over the medium to 
long term (2% per annum up to year 10, and static growth beyond this). The current economic 
forecast does not indicate high growth in either the export or import of goods and therefore 
suggests only small changes in container throughput. The purpose of the project is to improve 
the reliability of delivery to existing demand rather than accommodate growing demand.    

 

C. Assumptions and Parameters 
 

5. The without-project scenario assumes that the existing maintenance program for the 
mooring system would be abandoned in 2020, requiring the use of chartered tugboats to maintain 
the port’s operational capacity. It also assumes that the sole shipping line (Neptune Shipping) 
would withdraw from service under such a scenario and the government would have to charter 
vessels to meet the current and forecast demand for goods brought to Nauru by container and 
fuel ships. Chartered vessels would provide similar services to the existing vessels, would follow 
the same call frequency, and require pusher barge assistance in unloading. 

                                                      

1  ADB. 2017. Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of Projects. Manila. 
2  The cost-effectiveness ratios of options 1 and 3 with breakwater were assessed to be $5.5 million and $2.28 million 

per day. 
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6. However, chartered vessels would incur additional costs related to the travel distances 
between Nauru and their port of origin.  
 
7. A 30-year period was used in the economic analysis, assuming a residual value of 40% 
of capital costs based on the significantly improved port facilities and 50 years of engineering 
design life for the new assets. A 2-year construction period was assumed, with the upgraded port 
opening in 2020. An economic internal rate of return (EIRR) was estimated and evaluated against 
the target rate of 9%. 
 
8. All costs and benefits are expressed in 2017 United States dollar prices. The world price 
numeraire was applied to identified costs and benefits. The ADB 2004 guidance on shadow 
exchange rates indicates a typical adjustment factor of 0.8–1.0 for Pacific island countries. For 
this assessment, non-traded inputs (i.e., those not imported or exported by Nauru) are estimated 
at their market price equivalent and then adjusted to the world price by multiplying by a standard 
conversion factor (SCF) of 0.92.3 In the absence of detailed labor cost estimates, the labor 
component of costs and benefits was adjusted through use of an industry-standard shadow wage 
rate factor of 0.75. All benefits were converted back using an SCF of 0.92 to make standard board 
parity. 
 
9. All taxes, custom duties, and price contingencies were excluded from the analysis. The 
project benefits were evaluated in terms of non-incremental (e.g., resource cost savings) and 
incremental (e.g., willingness to pay) benefits. Given the nature of the project, the key benefits 
identified are the non-incremental benefits received directly by shipping lines through reduced 
vessel servicing times and port operation costs. Incremental benefits associated with generated 
shipping traffic are small in comparison.  
 
D. Economic Assessment 
 

10. Costs. The costs include (i) detailed engineering services, (ii) dredging of the berthing pocket, 
(iii) construction of a new wharf, (iv) construction of a breakwater, (v) provision of upgraded 
operational buildings and storage facilities, and (vi) construction supervision.4 
 
11. The financial cost of the project excluding price contingency is $69,551,944, with an 
economic cost of $63,643,743. A 2-year construction period was assumed for each option, with 
an equal annual distribution of costs. The provision of additional infrastructure by the project will 
increase maintenance requirements. The annual maintenance cost was estimated at 1% of total 
capital costs, with an additional periodic maintenance requirement of 2% every 5 years. 
 
12. Benefits. The quantifiable benefits considered include: 

(i) Port call cost savings. Under the with-project scenario, the number of days that 
vessels will spend in the port will decrease from 21 to 3 days in good weather. The 
savings were estimated based on the normal traffic of 10 ship visits per year over 
the project life at an operating cost of $6,750 per day (this daily rate is considered 
highly conservative and includes wages, fuel, and other resources). The present 
value of the saving from port call costs is estimated to exceed $11.2 million. The 
SCF, a labor component of 30%, and a non-traded component of 20% were used 
to convert the benefit to economic prices. 

                                                      

3 Adopted from the 2014 Electricity Supply Security and Sustainability Project for Nauru. 
4 Detailed engineering services provided through ADB. 2015. Project Design Advance for Nauru Port Development 

Project. Manila.  
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(ii) Pusher barge cost saving. The project will reduce pusher barge costs. Cargo 
vessels moored offshore currently unload containers onto pusher barges, which 
ferry them to the existing shallow harbor, where they are unloaded directly to 
shore. This process is time consuming and incurs high pusher barge costs at an 
average $640 per hour. Currently, two pusher barges on 12-hour shifts operate to 
load or unload each vessel. The present value of pusher barge cost saving is 
estimated $13.3 million.    

(iii) Avoided charter vessels and operational costs. The project will avoid the need 
to charter vessels. Without the project, the current mooring system will become 
inoperable in 2020, resulting in shipping lines ceasing services to Nauru. In this 
event, the government would have to charter container vessels to maintain the 
country’s lifeline (i.e., imports and exports). The cost of a charter vessel is valued 
at $6,750 per day plus an additional 18-day hire period per vessel call to travel to 
and from Nauru. A present-value saving of over $23.3 million is estimated as the 
avoided cost of chartering vessels (a non-incremental present-value saving of 
$21.0 million and an incremental benefit of $2.3 million). 

(iv) Port operation savings. The project will eliminate the barge ferrying process and 
generate minor operational benefits, such as (a) reduced risk of worker injury 
through reduced handling activities (non-incremental)—$0.05 million per year; 
(b) reduced risk of equipment and cargo loss or damage through reduced handling 
and improved systems (non-incremental)—$0.05 million per year;5 (c) labor 
savings (non-incremental)—$0.13 million per year through reduced stevedoring 
components; and (d) support for transshipment (fish storage and processing) and 
other vessel operation costs (e.g., bunkering)—$0.18 million per year 
(incremental). All benefits were adjusted through the SCF and shadow wage rate 
factor based on estimates of non-tradable and labor components. 

(v) Savings from reduced greenhouse gas emissions. An $8.6 million climate 
change benefit was identified thanks to fewer greenhouse gas emissions 
associated with the project. The value of reduced emissions was assessed based 
on estimated fuel use by pusher barges and berthed container and fuel vessels. 
Standard carbon dioxide (CO2) fuel emission factors (3,179 kilograms of CO2 per 
ton of fuel6) was adopted in estimating CO2 emissions. An inflation-adjusted 
estimated price of carbon emissions ($37.03 per CO2/ton) was also adapted in 
estimating this (footnote 1). 

(vi) Incremental port call benefits. The project will reduce vessel costs in terms of 
distance travelled, waiting time at port, and additional pusher barge and tug boat 
requirements. It is thought that this will encourage additional port calls (through 
one or more shipping lines servicing Nauru). An additional two container-vessel 
visits and one additional fuel-vessel visit are anticipated per year. Using the 
estimated cost reductions and rule of half, the value of this incremental benefit was 
estimated to be about $2.3 million per year.  

 

13. Results. The economic assessment for the project shows the project to be economically 
viable with an EIRR of 9.4% above the agreed social discount rate of 9%. Table 1 summarizes 
the sensitivity tests, which demonstrate that the project is economically robust even excluding any 
additional benefits that may come from investment in landside equipment, which will further 
improve port efficiency, and a likely reduction in shipping prices that will spur demand and 

                                                      

5  Anecdotal evidence indicates losses of containers with values in excess of $0.3 million per event. 
6 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2014. Climate Change in the Pacific: Scientific Assessment and New 

Research report. Geneva.  
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generation of a consumer surplus. Table 2 presents the cost and benefits stream for the overall 
life cycle of the project.  
 

Table 1: Summary of Analysis 
 

Description EIRR (%) Switching 
Value (%) 

(for relevant 
parameter) 

Base case scenario 9.4  
Sensitivity tests   
Overall benefits reduced by 10% 8.3 (3.8) 
Capital costs increased by 10% 8.4 (3.8) 
Traffic reduced by 40% 6.3 (5.0) 
Container vessel daily operating cost charge increased from $6,750 
 to $10,000 per day 

11.3 10.0 

   
( ) = negative. 
Source: Feasibility study report carried out under ADB. 2015. Technical Assistance to Nauru for the Nauru Port 
Development Project. Manila. 

 



 

 

Table 2: Detailed Cost–Benefit Analysis 
 
 

 
 NPV=net present value, IRR=internal rate of return, BCR=benefit cost ratio 

1 2018 32,544,941$      -$                   -$                   -$                   32,544,941$       -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   32,544,941-$   

2 2019 31,098,545$      -$                   -$                   -$                   31,098,545$       -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   31,098,545-$   

3 2020 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,172,823$         1,395,966$         2,447,077$         486,770$            174,548$            150,608$            893,414$            6,721,206$         6,084,771$    

4 2021 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,196,280$         1,423,885$         2,496,018$         496,506$            178,038$            153,620$            911,282$            6,855,630$         6,219,195$    

5 2022 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,220,205$         1,452,363$         2,545,939$         506,436$            181,599$            156,693$            929,508$            6,992,742$         6,356,308$    

6 2023 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,244,610$         1,481,410$         2,596,857$         516,565$            185,231$            159,827$            948,098$            7,132,597$         6,496,162$    

7 2024 -$                 636,435$            1,272,870$         -$                   1,909,305$         1,269,502$         1,511,038$         2,648,794$         526,896$            188,936$            163,023$            967,060$            7,275,249$         5,365,945$    

8 2025 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,294,892$         1,541,259$         2,701,770$         537,434$            192,715$            166,284$            986,401$            7,420,754$         6,784,319$    

9 2026 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,320,790$         1,572,084$         2,755,806$         548,183$            196,569$            169,609$            1,006,129$         7,569,169$         6,932,735$    

10 2027 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

11 2028 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

12 2029 -$                 636,435$            1,272,870$         -$                   1,909,305$         1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         5,811,248$    

13 2030 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

14 2031 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

15 2032 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

16 2033 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

17 2034 -$                 636,435$            1,272,870$         -$                   1,909,305$         1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         5,811,248$    

18 2035 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

19 2036 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

20 2037 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

21 2038 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

22 2039 -$                 636,435$            1,272,870$         -$                   1,909,305$         1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         5,811,248$    

23 2040 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

24 2041 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

25 2042 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

26 2043 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

27 2044 -$                 636,435$            1,272,870$         -$                   1,909,305$         1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         5,811,248$    

28 2045 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

29 2046 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

30 2047 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

31 2048 -$                 636,435$            -$                   -$                   636,435$            1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         7,084,118$    

32 2049 -$                 636,435$            1,272,870$         25,457,394-$       23,548,090-$       1,347,205$         1,603,526$         2,810,922$         559,146$            200,500$            173,002$            1,026,252$         7,720,553$         31,268,642$   

Rate of Return 9% 56,032,767$     5,503,334$        1,839,131$        1,614,976-$        61,760,256$       11,183,245$       13,310,978$       23,333,657$       4,641,511$        1,664,366$        1,436,098$        8,518,988$        64,088,842$       2,328,586$    

NPV $2,328,585.85

IRR 9.4%

BCR 1.04
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